We have over 30 years experience of providing consultancy services, market research and market intelligence on key global plastics sectors.

Our insight and expertise can help you to navigate, innovate and grow your business by providing trusted high quality information. We provide timely, accurate, actionable information, accessible on any device or browser.

DELIVER COMMERCIAL VALUE TO YOUR BUSINESS BY:

- understanding how markets have changed
- discovering where they are heading
- identify exciting market opportunities, new customers and innovative technologies

MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS WITH:

- Due diligence and merger and acquisition analysis
  With strong technical and commercial due diligence we can support you with competitive analysis, profiling and reliable data for M&A.

- Bespoke market research
  Tailored to your individual needs and with the strictest confidence to meet your timescales and budget. Let us contribute to the strategic and market development of your business.

- Market reports and data
  Access a range of up to date market reports and data providing critical insight based on detailed research carried out by market experts.

“AMI’s analysis of plastic markets offers scope and detail not easily found amongst data providers. AMI has made careful effort to break down plastic markets to levels needed to accurately use in commercial decision making.”

Amar Carmody, Market Intelligence Europe
Braskem

Covering detailed downstream analysis of end use markets and technical understanding of principal technologies used in manufacturing plastic products.

Recycling & Sustainability
- Plastics recycling in Europe - capacities, capabilities and future trends
- Single use plastics - the European market
- Polyolefin Recycling - capacity, technology and recycle usage 2019

Specialist Markets
- Artificial Turf (grass) - the global market
- Injection moulding industry Europe - industry value, structure & dynamics

Energy & Infrastructure
- Polymeric materials in the global cable industry
- Single ply roofing membranes in Europe
- Steel pipe coating - the global market
- Material usage in wind turbine blades - the global market
- Plastic hot and cold water pipe systems in Europe
- Plastic pressure pipes in Europe
- Gravity pipes in Europe
- Polymeric materials in the European cable industry

Industrial & Agricultural Packaging
- Polyethylene films - the global market
- Palletisation films - the global market
- Agricultural films - the global market
- Agricultural film market in Europe
- Palletisation film in Europe
- Collation shrink film in Europe
- Heavy duty sacks in Europe

Compounding & Masterbatch
- Thermoplastic masterbatch - the global market
- Thermoplastic concentrates in NAFTA
- The global market for PP compounds
- Long fibre PP compounds - the global market
- PP Compounds in Europe
- Masterbatch markets in Europe
- Masterbatch markets in Asia
- Masterbatch markets in Latin America

Polymer Distribution
- Polymer distribution in North America
- Polymer distribution in Europe

Consumer Packaging
- Thin wall packaging - the global market
- Single serve beverage capsules - the market overview
- High barrier rigid plastics packaging - the global market
- BOPET film - the global market
- BOPP films - the global market
- High barrier flexible films for food packaging - the global market
- Stand up pouches - the global market
- Blow moulded bottles in Europe
- Caps and closures market in Europe
- Thin wall packaging markets in Europe
- The European flexible packaging industry: Top 50 converters

Raw Materials
- Global polymer demand
- Polymer demand in NAFTA
- Polymer demand in South and Central America
- Polymer demand in the Indian sub-continent
- Polymer demand in the Middle East
- Polymer demand in Asia
- Polymer demand in Africa
- PE markets in Europe
- PP markets in Europe
GROW YOUR BUSINESS WITH TARGETED DATA AND STRATEGIC INFORMATION

Access critical market information about the global plastics industry including detailed end use application tonnage data with historic, current and future polymer demand forecasts.

- Visualise data from multiple angles at the click of a button
- Instantly filter and compare data across countries, polymers and processing technologies for easy analysis
- Chop and change charts instantly and export visuals for your own use
- Uncover new trends from your own internet browser

“We use AMI’s products within our company for their invaluable insight into the market. They help us manage our daily tasks, as well as set strategic goals and objectives.”
Sales Department Manager, HSH Chemie sp. z o.o.

View industry snapshots for easy analysis

Filter key companies through your selected search criteria

Gain a comprehensive understanding with in-depth analysis
FOR US, AMI DATABASES ARE VERY USEFUL, ESPECIALLY TO CONTACT
CLIENTS IN NEW MARKETS.”
MARKETING MANAGER, REPSOL, S.A.

DATABASES

“Cost Effective Data Supplied in Microsoft Excel Format for Easy Analysis”

- Drill down into the details of each plastic converter
- Access key information on each production site
- Quickly find key companies of interest for your business utilising geographical, polymer, market, product and machinery criteria
- Analyse plastics industry sectors with your selected criteria
- Upload the data into your CRM system

“For your business, PLCMinc will find the most relevant information especially to contact clients in new markets.”

Explore the full range of commodity and engineering polymers used

Assess the focus of each processor with end use market information

Gain insight into machinery capacities

CUSTOMISED DATABASE OPTIONS AVAILABLE

If you have a specific data requirement, contact us with the regions, markets, processes or polymers of interest and we will find the most relevant information for your business.

STAY COMPETITIVE WITH GLOBAL PLASTICS DATA

Export key data on plastics converters, compounders and plastics recyclers into your CRM

Explore all the full range of commodity and engineering polymers used

Assess the focus of each processor with end use market information

Gain insight into machinery capacities

CUSTOMISED DATABASE OPTIONS AVAILABLE

If you have a specific data requirement, contact us with the regions, markets, processes or polymers of interest and we will find the most relevant information for your business.
The leading provider of market intelligence, data and events for the global plastics industry